Seton Helping Saints Scholarship Application
Seton Helping Saints Mission Statement: Seton High School advocating for the Seton
Community and its constituents by way of time, treasure and talent in the spirit of
their Patroness, Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton.
Description of the Scholarship: This scholarship will be awarded to deserving students that have
participating in a multiple different service opportunities and have learned the value of fulfilling
the Seton Helping Saints Mission.
Name _______________________________

Class of ______________

Please check the statements that apply to you.
_____ I have completed 25 service hours or more during the 2018-2019 and have verified them
on X2Vol before the end of the third quarter which is March 15, 2019.
_____ I recognize that a failure to verify service hours in X2Vol may result in disqualification
of scholarship consideration.
_____ I understand that if I am involved in National Honor Society, that I will still register those
hours on X2Vol and they can be counted towards this scholarship’s requirements.
_____ I understand that if I am involved in the Honors Program or another course that includes
service as part of the expectations of the program/course, I will not register those hours on
X2Vol and they will not be counted towards this scholarship’s requirements.
_____ I agree to complete 25 service hours or more during the 2019-2020 and will verify them
on X2Vol. Of those 25 service hours 12.5 of them will be completed by the end of 2nd quarter
and a total of 18.75 of them will be completed by the end of the 3rd quarter. Service hours for the
Honors Program or another course will not be counted towards these hours.
_____ I understand that this scholarship has a value of an amount between $1,000 - $2,500
depending on my essay. The total amount of money distributed will be $5,000.
_____ I understand that there will be between two to five scholarships will be given, one of
which will have a financial need component and the other scholarship(s) will not have a financial
need.
_____ I understand I need to remain in good standing academically, with attendance, and with
my discipline, as stated in the student handbook to receive this scholarship. The scholarship will
be revoked if at any time I am not in good standing.
_____ I will attached to this application an essay that is between 500 – 1000 words that answers
the following: How is service and philanthropy important in your culture/life?
_____ I will turn this application into the Main Office on or before March 15, 2019.

The Seton Administration will confidently verify all applicants financial need.

_____________________________

________________

Student Signature

Date

____________________________

________________

Parent Signature

Date

